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Introduction
Asian Parade is a site that features more Asian holes than Chinese Checkers. This porn site updates
about once a month but its archives have been expanding since all the way back in 2006. Also, as part of
a gigantic network of sites with a combined total of thousands of hours of quality smut updating daily
this is one parade your dick does not want to miss!

Adult Review
At first glance the price-tag may seem a little high but when you look closer you'll discover an ancient Chinese secret on the
Asian Parade website. Not only do you get access to all 62 exclusive scenes and thousands of sexy oriental pictures... you
also get to see all of the porn videos available on dozens of other networked websites. This may be the only porn site you
ever need to join because with all the Included Sites on the right side of this review, one or another are updating every single
day of the week!
  
  The Asian Parade videos are in 1068x600 high-definition widescreen formats that look great in full screen porn mode. The
picture sets offer you plenty of still frame photos in 800x533 raw photographic detail.
  
  You may have seen some of these dragon-ladies on other porn sites because there are a few pornstars mixed in with the
lesser known amateurs in their archives. All together, it's a nice balance of new Asian pussy and well known Asian pussy... a
virtual porn Ying and Yang for your dick to enjoy.
  
  The free preview gives you the chance to check out the site with a 3 day trial at $3.95 but honestly trial memberships always
suck. If you want to be in the fucking parade, you don't want to be sitting in the cheap seats where you can't see everything.
  
  When you decide to sign-up, if you do it through The Tongue you get a special discount monthly price of $29.95! That's $10
a month cheaper than if you go to the site directly or through a search engine. Do your dick a favor and go for the monthly
membership. Being a TasteBud has its privileges!

Porn Summary
These sexy whoreiental ladies are on the march and as they work their way down the Main Street of your mind, feel free to
take pop shots at the Asian Parade and see which ones you can get sticky before they retreat back inside their Asian parade
floats!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sexy whoreiental pornstars leading a parade of porn sites in this huge network!'
Quality: 94  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 88
Support: 90 Unique: 81    Taste: 84        Final: 87
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $3.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Monthly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 62
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